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probable coming pope concentrates
on his eminence, Cardinal Maffi, arch-
bishop of Pisa, who keeps away from
Rome, refusing to join the outburst
of reactionary feeling now permeat-
ing in papal circles A splendid ad-
ministrator, a, clever --diplomatist, a
great astronomer whose scant leisure
is given to natural science, Cardinal
Maffi was recently warned by a .cer-
tain authority that his "too modern"
attitude was neither wise nor desir-
able. Whereupon he promptly offered
to resign his cardinalate. It is said
by those who know him best that the
prelate of Pisa would rather sacri-
fice the papal throne than commit
himself to reactionary principles.

Rumors of a possibility of the elec-
tion of a foreign pope have grown
stronger and stronger. It has been
whispered that the supporters of this
rumoration (for such it seems after
so many centuries) have already their
candidate In the person of the Bel-
gian Cardinal Mercier, archbishop of
Malines.

In this case Cardinal Mercier, who
would probably receive the support
of the moderator party of the sacred
college (of those who are neither too
intransigent! nor too progressive)
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might be considered, owing to his
nationality as a neutral candidate
from a political point of view. But
his neutrality would be simply ap-
parent, because in reality he. may b&
regarded as belonging to the French
clergy. He is the bosom friend of
Cardinal Aurette, Archbishop of Paris
and the representative in the sacred
college of that group of "green car
dinals who advocate a reconciliation
between the holy see and France.

Cardinal Mercier would therefore
prove the most authoritative repre-
sentative of the French tendency,
while his action would be all the more
efficacious inasmuch as his Belgian
nationality would screen him from
the accusation of undue partiality to
French interests.

For the same reasons the name of
another "neutral" candidate has been
bracketed with that of Cardinal Mer-

cier, the Dutch Cardinal Van Rossum,
also belonging to the "Intermediate"
group in the sacred college. But in
spite of his "neutrality"
there is little doubt that Cardinal Van
Rossum's sympathies are decidedly

Lwith the Austro-Germa- n group.


